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2022/213 A and B

Election: Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues

4

21 Jul 2022  Plenary meeting  33rd plenary meeting
13 Apr 2022  10th plenary meeting

ECOSOC

A

At its 10th meeting, held on 13th April 2022, in accordance with ECOSOC resolution 2000/22 and decisions 2001/316 and 2016/205, the Council elected, by acclamation, VITAL BAMBANZE (BURUNDI), ALI HAJILARI (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN), KEITH M. HARPER (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA), NAN LI (CHINA), BORNFACE MUSEKE MATE (NAMIBIA) AND TOVE SØVNDAL GANT (DENMARK), by acclamation, as members of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, for a three-year term of office beginning on 1 January 2023, to fill vacancies occurring on the expiration of the terms of office of VITAL BAMBANZE (BURUNDI), TOVE SØVNDAL GANT (DENMARK), GRIGORY E. LUKIYANTSEV (RUSSIAN FEDERATION), BORNFACE MUSEKE MATE (NAMIBIA), IRMA PINEDA SANTIAGO (MEXICO), SVEN-ERIK SOOSAAR (ESTONIA), LOURDES TIBÁN GUALA (ECUADOR), and XIAOAN ZHANG (CHINA).

The Council also elected, by secret ballot, SULEIMAN MAMUTOV (UKRAINE) and RODRIGO EDUARDO PAILLALF MONNARD (CHILE), as members of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, for a three-year term of office beginning on 1 January 2023.

B

At its 33rd plenary meeting, held on 21 July 2022, in accordance with ECOSOC resolution 2000/22 and decisions 2001/316 and 2016/205, the Vice-President (Bulgaria) informed the Council that, in accordance with Council resolution 2000/22, the President (Botswana) had appointed the following eight members to the Permanent Forum for a three-year term of office beginning on 1 January 2023: Ms. Hindou Oumarou Ibrahim (Chad); Ms. Aluki Kotierk (Canada); Ms. Hannah McGlade (Australia); Ms. Naw Ei Ei Min (Myanmar); Ms. Hanieh Moghani (Islamic Republic of Iran); Mr. Dario Mejia Montalvo (Colombia); Mr. Geoffrey Roth (United States of America); and Ms. Valentina Sovkina (Russian Federation).